**Hamline Loses Bitter Fight**

Schneller Sinks Goal As Gun Eats Goo

By Robert Beggs

Folks have read in story books about basketball games that stop people's hearts but it took Frank Schneller in his attempt to win the Final Four. If Hamline could actually happen when the hammer finally sizzled down with a bang this victory.

Most Marquises

The Vikings played their second game of the season against Marquette University at Milwaukee last night. The game was to be at the Wisconsin at Milwaukee center.

Omaha Loses Winning Goal, which stopped the deep ball just as the goal was crossed. Schneller will be given a 22 to 21 time of the first and second half.

Schneller was injected into the match only a minute or so late to play and the score 23 to 23 arrived. The big game unfolded itself and tipped off in front of total audience members.

After the tip off he took off the ball from Schneller and rolled a shot over the head of Schneller. The two points for victory and more than one thousand fans have had in lots of years.

It was certainly a cold evening opening for the Northwestern season, because of the little extra of joy that were soon heard broadcast. But the defeat was bad for Hamline as it was planned for Dennis and others. The Hamline boys showed a sweet passing game and held a terrific pace, using a specialized zone defense. Schneller found an easy to use in one, most of which was Hamline's extra rest period.

The final score would indicate that Hamline's new style of defense, which contains six men, can use zone characteristics, worked smoothly enough, but often seemed to be beauteous to the Hamline, saving the first few goals of the second half would flash in under the hands of those who were extra rest period.

Meanwhile Schneller was set in front for points on the Northwestern side of the short five field goals, with Biggins, the sophomore forward, marked with seven points. Every Hamline man scored at least two field goals except Dyer, who was put in the team. These two were the biggest threats.

Although the Vikes couldn't get the deck dropping the Vikes through the hands of the men they affairs the credit to Hamline, big games opened the season. But this and it's expected that others for the second postponed events will be held in the near future. "The Minne­

**Dr. Power Resigns from Staff**

**Constitution Is Ratified**

Passed By Vote of 330 To 23

To Leave At End Of Term

Will Enter Westinghouse Plant in New Jersey

By an overrunning vote, the student body of Lawrence college ratified the proposed new all college union at the last pre-vacation executive, according to Arthur M. Wood, president of the all college body. The vote was 329 to 28 in favor of the constitution.

The final constitutional vote was cast immediately as the first of the oral arguments were put to the committee, was held on the college basketball court this afternoon. The president called the roll of the body that had been proposed. It was power came to Lawrence college as the Phi Beta keynote professor, delivered the main speech. The roll was made and after the argument was over, the meeting was called to order and the constitution was placed before the student body that the following Friday. The roll was made and the total number of votes cast was small, and the debate was continued until a sufficient quorum of the student body was present.

Replica Of Old Masters On Display

An exhibit consisting of replicas of old masters of the French, German, Italian, Dutch, and Flemish schools in an open display for a period of three weeks, the exhibition above the college library.

The original paintings appear in the Albright Art Museum, and the reproductions were made by the American Federation of Art.

**Exhibition Opens Tomorrow**

Dr. Robert To Teach At Harvard Summer School

In. M. A. Baer, associate professor of education, has been appointed to teach at the Harvard summer school this summer. Mr. Baer was appointed as a member of the faculty in the school of education, and his appointment was made at the request of Mr. Baer's father, the president of Harvard, has been taught at the last two summer sessions.

Cuba is Oxford Club

Oxford Club will meet at 7, Millwall, Illinois, during the Christ­

**Three Parties Uphold In '29 Social Season At Lawrence**

Social Season At Lawrence

The three social season of the season was sponsored by College in the city of New York and between the dates of Law­

**New Constitution**

Miss Evelyn Chappell, president at the Phi Beta Kappa society, holds the record as the first woman to graduate from the Lawrence college and Lawrence college and Lawrence college and Lawrence college and Lawrence college.

**Miss Delta Sigma Phi**

Dr. M. A. Baer, of the Harvard summer school, will teach at the Oxford club, and the Oxford club will be at the last two summer sessions.
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THE LAWRENTIAN

GILBERT S. MITCHELL

The election of Gilbert S. Mitchell of Kaukauna to captain the 1928 Lawrence football squad has met with universal favor on the campus, and it is the prevailing opinion that he will carry his duties through in a successful conclusion. The Lawrentian joins the army of Viking fans who are unanimous in wishing "Mitch" all the success in the world in his new job, and all indications the work is in a fair way to be granted.

"Gil," abilities of the gridiron as well as on the basketball floor is well enough known to refrain from further comment, but his election means much to that. Throughout his college course St. Mitch has been keen on difficulties that would have discouraged a less determined young man and in knowledge, in spite of which he has kept pace in his studies and found time to represent his college in two major sports, twice sustaining painful injuries, and at length being elevated to the highest honor that can be given to a football player here.

THE CONSTITUTION

The Constitution of Lawrence College has been accepted by the student body. The ratification brings to an end a project over which many Lawrentians have long labored through the whole of the Senate, much easier than it has been in years.

The Lawrentian Platform

1. Greater expression of student loyalty to institutions and traditions of the college.
2. Fair and impartial presentation of news and opinions relating to campus problems and activities.

1928 Leader

The premature closing of college because of the epidemic then waging came so suddenly that the Lawrentian was unable to fit its editorials upon its hasty decision to close early. This statement is not be hoped that the student body cooperated to make up for the loss by doing extra work during the holidays. The authorities acted for the better interests of the students; it was up to them to retaliate by doing a little extra work during the holidays.
Play Tickets Put On Sale

"Children of the Moon" To Be Presented

Tickets for "Children of the Moon," several recent productions played in the playhouse, will go on sale today. At a conference yesterday, the fact that women have not always been the sole participants in the game of painting.

"Children of the Moon" is an exposition of interesting drama from the standpoint of characters. Action takes place at the house of an English family over which hung a strange "feminine" mask. The audience will have an opportunity to see the portrayal of unusual and difficult figures.

Arthur Stahlhagens, '25, as the cockney mechanic is being drilled in the use of the cockney accent by William C. Wiles, professor of English, who came here from Clapton, England. The setting and costumes are being constructed by the production staff, under the direction of Frank Truza, '28, stage manager.

Students To Give Recital Jan. 10

Students of Gladys Faye Barnard, of the conservatory, will present an unusual and interesting recital on Sunday, January 30, at 2:30 p.m. The program is in French, Italian, and German compositions of the first half, according to Miss Barnard. According to Miss Barnard, the recital will be made up of a concert for students of voice and instruments. Students who wish to participate may contact students of Miss Barnard, in advance of the recital.

The program will be a first of a series of recitals planned in the city, in concert in pupils, first voice, and instrumental music.

Theta Sigma Phi To Sponsor New Contest

Theta Sigma Phi, national honorary journalism and music honorary society, will hold a contest in each city to any young woman enrolled in a college or university, in journalism where there is a chapter of Theta Sigma Phi. The purpose of this article is to promote competition in that field, repaying research and interest in music.

The contest will be open to all students, new, or not, and new, and should involve research and original thought as the part of the contest.

The articles may not be less than 180 words in length nor more than 2000 words as the most suitable length. The committee has in mind the publication of these articles in magazines. Articles may be typed, written, double or triple spaced, and on one side of the sheet. Attached to it should be a signed certificate naming the outside of the envelope, and inside the name of the contestant, address, school, division of school, and year in which the author will be graduated, also a statement made by the head of her school in journalism or the faculty member under whom the work was done, showing that the artist's information concerning her work is correct, and the credit, if any, received in class work is correct. The name of the student should not appear either on the manuscript or on the outside of the envelope.

The articles must be mailed by midnight of April 10, 1930, to Helen J. Bond, Theta Sigma Phi national secretary, Jay T. Hoffstab, Columbia, Missouri. The winners will be announced in the October, 1930, issue of the magazine, Theta Sigma Phi publication.
Short Sport Spasms

Forte—Weeks ago. And any one
would have had a ship on they had
seen. Frank Trench had a
be to the hearts of all those Ham-
but boys. He even
at the gun boomed the end of the
game. As he just before putting this space to bed
some one who saw the game Friday
did. And a man with a smile
said "Trench, I'm happy 'r all' I see
what only a very few people
ever."

We are willing to wager that
had an affair between Friday and
Frank Schenkel could have been
either time as he took sight
That little threat of happiness reached
the end of several weeks of work for
Coach Dennis and the rest of the
boy's. But there's no long
from the Vikings are up against no
other proposition every bit as tough.
Injuries, children, can do a

A mijjhtv fine choice.

This is no spasm. Gib St. Mitchell
apparition for their schedule of games. The

Trentapises Issues

Call For Tankmen

Swimming Teams To His Water

Amergin From Bay

All men actively interested in com-
petition are asked to re-
port immediately to Coach
Trentapise, varsity swimming coach. This

Coed Basketball

To Get Under Way

Golds' basketball practice begins
Tuesday and Thursday from 3 to 5.30
of the gymnasium. Regular
scoring practices will be held
Mondays and Wednesdays beginning
January 31. The Mondays' freshmen
and juniors will practice at 1.30
and sophomores and seniors at 2.30.

KOLETZKES

The College Freemen since 1877
M.A.Α. Φ. Υ. I. — Beta Sigma Phi

SUNDAY, JANUARY 14

FRANK DOBSON, Ph.D.

PRESIDENT

New Leader A

Star At End

Twenty-two Men Are Awarded
Vike Boxers Mix Tonight

English, Joseph In State Bouts In Madison

English and Joseph are both con-
sidered excellent boxers. English was
the all campus champion in the light
weight class last year. Joseph, who
lives in Singapore, China, will be rep-
resenting Lawrence for the first time,
while Coach Rasmussen expects him to
come through in style.

The varsity college last year
will meet some high class competi-
tion next Saturday in a game at 2 p.m.
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